Table Saw

TC-TS 200
Item No.: 4340415
Ident No.: 11019
Bar Code: 4006825647266
The Einhell TC-TS 200 bench-type circular saw is a compact, powerful tool that provides good service to DIY enthusiasts wanting to cut wood,
fiberboard and many other materials. The saw blade tilts to the left and the included angle stop (+/- 60°), both enable precision miter cutting. The TCTS 200 bench-type circular saw comes with a parallel stop with double clamping and two stop heights. The cable can be safely and conveniently
stowed on the integrated cable holder. The carbide blade always delivers clean, powerful cuts. A push stick is required for safety reasons and has its
own holder where it is always within reaching distance.

Features & Benefits
- Small, compact but powerfull - Perfect for the mobile usage!
- Tubular frame construction with crossbars for high stability
- Powerful and low-maintenance induction motor with much power
- Parallel stop with clamps on both sides for exact cuts
- Blade angle adjustment to the left for angle cuts (0 - 45°)
- Including an angle stop (+/- 60°) for easy doing mitre cuts
- Cable winder at the housing for tidy storage
- Extractor adapter for all wet-and-dry vacuum cleaners with 36 mm

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Max. power (S6 | S6%)
- Idle speed
- Saw blade
- Number of saw teeth
- Swiveling range of saw blade
- Max. cutting height at 45°
- Max. cutting height at 90°
- Diameter of suction adapter
- Size of working table

230-240 V | 50 Hz
500 W
800 W | 15 %
2950 min^-1
Ø200 x ø16 mm
24 Pieces
45 °
27 mm
45 mm
36 mm
505 x 373 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

11 kg
13.6 kg
540 x 410 x 360 mm
1 Pieces
13.6 kg
540 x 410 x 360 mm
336 | 672 | 784

Available as special accessories
HM-Sägeblatt 200x16x2,8mm 20Z
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502046
Bar Code: 4006825453706
Einhell Grey

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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